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\textbf{Abstract} There has been recent interest in sensory systems that are able to display a response which is proportional to a fold-change in stimulus concentration, a feature referred to as fold-change detection (FCD). Here we demonstrate FCD in a recent whole-pathway mathematical model of \textit{Escherichia coli} chemotaxis. FCD is shown to hold for each protein in the signalling cascade and to be robust to kinetic rate and protein concentration variation. Using a sensitivity analysis we find that only variations in the number of receptors within a signalling team lead to the model not exhibiting FCD. We also discuss the ability of a cell with multiple receptor types to display FCD and explain how a particular receptor configuration may be used to elucidate the two experimentally determined regimes of FCD behaviour. All findings are discussed in respect of the experimental literature.
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1 Introduction

Chemotactic bacteria such as \textit{Escherichia coli} swim via a series of runs and tumbles [33], producing random walk type behaviour. Runs are associated with counterclockwise rotation of a cell’s 4 to 6 flagella [34] which propel the cell forward. This differs from tumbles which are caused by clockwise flagella rotation acting to randomly reorient the cell. The direction of movement is altered at least once every few seconds [37]. Cells are able to move to areas with favourable conditions by increasing the run time when moving up an attractant gradient thus biasing their movement in response to the sensing of chemical gradients [1].

\textit{E. coli} cells possess five different types of chemoreceptors [10], four of which (Aer not included) are known as methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs), which are able to detect chemoaffectors (attractants or repellents). MCPs are linked to the flagellar motors by an intracellular signalling pathway as shown in Figure 1. Chemoreceptors associate with a linker protein CheW and the histidine kinase CheA. In the absence of an attractant gradient CheA autophosphorylates (CheA-P) [37]. Phosphoryl groups are transferred from CheA-P to either the response regulator CheY or the methylesterase
Fig. 1 A schematic representation of the intracellular signaling pathway in *E. coli* chemotactic bacteria. Solid lines represent reactions relating to phosphorylation and methylation whilst dashed lines indicate protein diffusion. The labels +m and -m refer to the addition and removal of methyl groups to/from receptors, respectively. Similarly +p and -p represent the addition and removal of phosphoryl groups to/from chemotaxis proteins. Cell not drawn to scale.

CheB. Phosphorylated CheY (CheY-P) is then able to diffuse within the cell cytoplasm towards the flagellar motors [20,4]. Once the CheY-P has reached the flagella motor it can bind to the motor switching protein FliM causing a greater bias toward tumbling [38]. In *E. coli* a phosphatase CheZ acts to increase the rate of dephosphorylation of CheY-P [19]. Phosphorylated CheB (CheB-P) along with the methyltransferase CheR forms the adaptation component of the signalling cascade, re-setting the receptors to their pre-stimulus state. CheR acts to methylate the receptors, increasing their activity [31] whilst CheB-P demethylates them, decreasing their activity [32].

Upon detection of an attractant gradient CheA autophosphorylation is reduced and the levels of CheY-P and CheB-P fall. Reduced CheY-P levels cause the flagellar motors to rotate counterclockwise inducing a chemotactic run, whilst a reduction in CheB-P allows the receptors to become methylated given the constant methylating action of CheR. This leads to a return to pre-stimulus levels of CheA autophosphorylation and thus those of CheY-P and CheB-P. The ability of *E. coli* cells to return themselves to a pre-stimulus state (via adaptation) is one of the key factors enabling them to remain responsive over the observed five orders of magnitude in ligand concentration [22].

Fold-change detection (FCD) has, in recent years, become a popular area of scientific research. It is defined as the property whereby a sensory system will display exactly the same amplitude, shape and recovery time in response to any equal fold-change in input relative to the background concentration stimulus [29] (as shown in Figure 2). This property was hinted at in the early 1970s when it was suggested that *E. coli* gave a similar response to fractional increases in ligand concentration [23]. Recent experimentation using *in vivo* fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) techniques has now confirmed, using measurements of the adaptation time of cells, that *E. coli* do in fact display FCD [16].

It has been suggested that adopting an FCD strategy may be beneficial to chemotactic bacteria; the process of a sensory search involving movement through a field becomes invariant to the amplitude of the field itself [29]. This allows the bacterium to pick out scalar multiples in the extracellular environment and therefore focus on the characteristic shape of the chemical field. This suggestion was then built upon with the idea that this sensory search may well be optimal in cases where discovery of any nutrient source is of benefit [16].

Previous work has shown that FCD will be evident in a simplified model of the *E. coli* chemotaxis signalling pathway [29] as proposed by Tu et al. [35]. This model takes a Monod-Wyman-Changeux
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After [29], a graphical representation of the definition of FCD. The three responses (b)-(d) are possible given the input stimulus (change in ligand concentration) (a). Figure (d) shows two responses which are exactly the same in terms of response amplitude, shape and recovery time. Figure (b) shows responses with different amplitude and (c) a different response shape.

(MWC) representation of receptor clustering and couples it with two ordinary differential equations (ODEs) describing the receptor methylation level and CheY-P concentration.

In this manuscript we consider whether a more detailed model of the signalling dynamics in *E. coli* will also display FCD. The model considered here couples an MWC description of receptor clustering with ODEs for each of the key chemotaxis signalling proteins. This model is examined using both theoretical and numerical techniques. A sensitivity analysis is used to show that FCD is invariant to changes in all parameters affecting the signalling cascade so long as they remain constant in time. Consideration is then given to our ability to observe FCD in models comprising multiple receptor types. The biological feasibility of conditions imposed in order to obtain FCD for each receptor configuration is discussed in light of experimental data.

### 2 Conditions for FCD

In this section we outline the theoretical conditions required for a mathematical model of the form

\[
\dot{x} = f(x(m), \Phi, [L]),
\]

\[
\Phi = g(x(m), \Phi, [L]),
\]

(1) (2)

to exhibit FCD as recently shown by Shoval and colleagues [29,28]. Here $\Phi$ denotes a receptor signalling team’s activity, $[L]$ is the extracellular ligand concentration and $x(m)$ is defined as an effective (methylation dependent) dissociation constant.

A set of four sufficient conditions are given for the existence of FCD [29,28]. The first two of these are that the model must exhibit a stable steady-state and exact adaptation. In addition to this a pair of homogeneity conditions are given relating to a model of the form displayed in equations (1) and (2), namely

\[
f(px(m), \Phi, p[L]) = pf(x(m), \Phi, [L]),
\]

\[
g(px(m), \Phi, p[L]) = g(x(m), \Phi, [L]),
\]

(3) (4)
in which $p$ is some constant such that $p > 0$. A proof of these two conditions as well as a generalisation allowing a function $\varphi(p, x)$ to be used in place of a constant $p$ are given in the supplementary information of [29].

### 3 A model of the *E. coli* signalling pathway

We now progress to examining whether a whole-pathway mathematical model of intracellular signalling in *E. coli*, as recently proposed by Clausznitzer and colleagues [5], can exhibit FCD. The model considers the intracellular chemotactic signalling cascade listed in Table 1. The model is a more complete
Table 1 Reactions included within the Clausznitzer et al. model and the rate constants associated with them [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Rate (Reverse)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A → A-P</td>
<td>CheA autophosphorylation</td>
<td>10s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-P + Y → A + Y-P</td>
<td>CheY phosphorylation</td>
<td>100μM⁻¹s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-P + B → A + B-P</td>
<td>CheB phosphorylation</td>
<td>15μM⁻¹s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-P + Z → Y-P·Z</td>
<td>CheY-P/CheZ association</td>
<td>5μM⁻¹s⁻¹ (0.5s⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-P → Y</td>
<td>CheY-P dephosphorylation</td>
<td>200s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-P → B</td>
<td>CheB-P dephosphorylation</td>
<td>1.35s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

representation of the signalling cascade within an *E. coli* cell than previously considered in analysing FCD in *E. coli* chemotaxis [35].

The model takes a MWC description of receptor clustering [24] and integrates this with the signalling pathway detailed in Table 1. The MWC model uses a statistical mechanics based approach in order to describe the activity (Φ) of a receptor signalling team. Another way to think about the signalling team activity is that it represents the probability that the team will be in an active state at any one time. Receptor clusters are considered to consist of receptor teams consisting of Tar and Tsr receptors in the ratio νₐ : νₛ where the subscripts a/s denote Tar or Tsr receptors, respectively. The receptor signalling team activity may then be defined as

\[
Φ = \frac{1}{1 + e^F},
\]

in which \(F\) represents the free-energy of a signalling team and is given by

\[
F = N [b(m) + f_a + f_s],
\]

where

\[
f_a = ν_a \ln \left( \frac{1 + [L] / K_{off}^a}{1 + [L] / K_{on}^a} \right),
\]

is the free-energy of the Tar receptors and

\[
f_s = ν_s \ln \left( \frac{1 + [L] / K_{off}^s}{1 + [L] / K_{on}^s} \right),
\]

is the free-energy of the Tsr receptors. Here \([L]\) represents the extracellular ligand concentration, \(m\) the receptor methylation level, \(N\) denotes the number of receptors in a signalling team and \(K_{on/eff}^{a/s}\) are the ligand dissociation constants for Tar (a) and Tsr (s) receptors in their active or inactive states, respectively. The function \(b(m)\) represents the contribution from a receptors methylation level towards the total free-energy of a receptor (often called the “offset energy”). The form of this function is discussed in further detail in Section 3.1. Clausznitzer et al. [5] take \(N = a_0 + a_1 [L]_0\), where \(a_0\) and \(a_1\) are fitting parameters and \([L]_0\) is an initial ligand concentration. We consider \(N\) to be constant and discuss the implications when it depends upon the initial ligand concentration in Section 4.2.

Two key components of the adaptation process are the methylation and demethylation of receptors [17]. These two key components are represented by the kinetics of the average methylation level of a receptor in a cluster \(m\) [5], such that

\[
\frac{dm}{dτ} = γ_R (1 - Φ) - γ_B [b_p]^2 Φ,
\]

in which \(γ_R\) is the rate of methylation by CheR, \(γ_B\) denotes the rate of demethylation by CheB-P and \([b_p]\) is the concentration of CheB-P.
The model is completed by applying the law of mass action to the reactions in Table 1. For analysis purposes we follow the non-dimensionalisation stated by Clausznitzer et al. [5]. This yields the following system of nonlinear ODEs

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{da_p}{dt} &= \Phi \cdot (1 - [a_p]) - \alpha_1 \kappa_Y (1 - [y_p]) [a_p] - \alpha_2 \kappa_B (1 - [b_p]) [a_p], \\
\frac{dy_p}{dt} &= \kappa_Y (1 - [y_p]) [a_p] - \kappa_1 (\alpha_3 - [y_p^2]) [y_p] + \kappa_2 [y_p^2], \\
\frac{dy_p^2}{dt} &= \kappa_1 (\alpha_3 - [y_p^2]) [y_p] - (\kappa_2 + \kappa_3) [y_p^2], \\
\frac{db_p}{dt} &= \kappa_B (1 - [b_p]) [a_p] - \kappa_B [b_p],
\end{align*}
\]

with initial conditions

\[
[a_p] = a^*_p, \quad [y_p] = y^*_p, \quad [y_p^2] = y^*_p^2, \\
[b_p] = b^*_p \quad \text{and} \quad m = m^*,
\]

where * denotes a steady-state value, each [...] denotes the concentration of the relevant protein or complex, the subscript p indicates we are referring to the phosphorylated form of the protein, \(\kappa_i\) \((i = Y, B, 1, 2, 3, -B)\) are the rate constants of the reactions detailed in Table 2 and the \(\alpha_i\) \((i = 1, 2, 3)\) are the total concentration ratios.

3.1 The methylation function \(h(m)\)

In order to proceed to determining whether this model is able to exhibit FCD we must define a representation of \(h(m)\). This represents the “offset energy” [12] and is essentially the methylation-dependent part of a receptor’s free-energy. Within the literature there have been a number of forms taken for this function [35,5,27] and we assess each against available experimental data.

The models of Tu et al. [35], Clausznitzer et al. [5] and Shimizu et al. [27] all take the same basic form

\[
h(m) = \alpha(m_0 - m).
\]

In this expression \(\alpha\) is a scaling value and \(m_0\) represents an initial methylation level (in the absence of any ligand). Tu et al. [35] takes \(\alpha = 2\) and \(m_0 = 1\) to give

\[
h(m) = 2(1 - m),
\]

whilst Clausznitzer et al. [5] consider \(\alpha = 1/2\) and \(m_0 = 2\), i.e.

\[
h(m) = 1 - \frac{m}{2},
\]

and Shimizu et al. [27] take \(\alpha = 2\) and \(m_0 = 1/2\), giving

\[
h(m) = 2 \left( \frac{1}{2} - m \right).
\]

Each of these functional forms can be compared to experimental data [8,27,36].

The experimental data of both Endres et al. [8] and Vaknin and Berg [36] use similar experimental techniques, whereby Tar receptors were genetically engineered to have either a glutamate (E) or a glutamine (Q) at each of their four methylation sites [8,36]. In experiments such as these, a glutamine has similar functionality to a methylated glutamate [6]. Each data set considers slightly different combinations of modification states with the first set considering Tar receptors in QQQQ, QEQQ, QEQE and QEEE states [8]. The other data set gives results for Tar receptors in QQQQ, QEQQ, QEEE and EEEE states [8,36]. In order to make a comparison between the representations of \(h(m)\) and the experimental data for amidation modifications it is necessary to convert them into the same form since one source data for individual receptors and the other for receptor dimers. This means the
Vaknin and Berg [36] data set refers to QEEE as equivalent to a methylation level of $m = 1$ whereas the other would consider this as $m = 2$. This requires a simple scaling of the $m$ values used for Figure 3.

It is clear upon inspection of Figure 3 that the two data sets are similar and a good fit to the data will produce a model with a good level of realism. Examination of the choices of $h(m)$ reveals that the representation considered by Clausznitzer et al. [5] produces a better fit to the two sets of amidation modification data. Since the mathematical model of Clausznitzer et al. [5] has been shown to give a good fit to FRET experimental data, we adopt the form of $h(m)$ defined by equation (15) for the remainder of this manuscript. It is worth noting however that since each choice is a linear function, they should each be able to yield FCD behaviour, as per the conditions given by Lazova et al. [16].

4 FCD in a MWC model of *E. coli* chemotaxis

It is common in modelling chemotactic systems to only consider a response to a single chemoattractant. In much of the literature the chemoattractant of choice is $\alpha$-methylaspartate (MeAsp) due to the fact that it is non-metabolisable. We consider the effect of only binding MeAsp, for which it is known that Tar and Tsr receptor types are able to bind, the latter with a much lower affinity [5]. We are hence able to neglect the effects of MeAsp binding to Tsr receptors within the concentration range considered [22]. This feature allows us to re-write equation (6) as

$$F = N \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{m}{2} \right) + \nu_a \ln \left( \frac{1 + [L]/K_{on}^a}{1 + [L]/K_{off}^a} \right) \right].$$

A key assumption from the literature in showing the existence of FCD in a system of this type is that $K_{off}^a \ll [L] \ll K_{on}^a$, i.e. the extracellular ligand concentration must be much larger than the ligand dissociation constant of an inactive receptor while also being much smaller than the dissociation constant for an active receptor. This is a sufficient condition for FCD, however further conditions for a model of this form are discussed in section 5.1. Following Shoval et al. [29] this allows us to make two simplifications to the logarithmic terms in equation (6), namely

$$\ln \left( 1 + \frac{[L]}{K_{on}^a} \right) \approx \ln(1) = 0,$$

and

$$\ln \left( 1 + \frac{[L]}{K_{off}^a} \right) \approx \ln \left( \frac{[L]}{K_{off}^a} \right),$$

which reduces equation (17) to

$$F = N \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{m}{2} \right) + \nu_a \ln \left( \frac{[L]}{K_{off}^a} \right) \right].$$
Substituting this expression into equation (5), we obtain
\[
\Phi = \frac{1}{1 + \left( \frac{[L]}{x(m)} \right)^{N_{\nu_a}}},
\]
(21)
in which \(x(m) = K_{\text{off}} a \exp\left((m - 2)/2\nu_a\right)\).

It is now possible to assess whether the model considered here will satisfy the sufficient conditions for FCD [29,28]. These conditions only apply to two expressions which may appear to be problematic given the size of the model considered here. The composition of the model, however, means that it is only two expressions (those for \(\Phi\) and \(x(m)\)) that must be taken into account when attempting to show the existence of FCD.

In order to examine the first sufficient condition given by equation (3) we must consider the expression for \(x(m)\). This is the effective dissociation constant of the receptor to the chemoattractant [29]. Testing this condition requires us to examine the temporal derivative of \(x(m)\)
\[
\dot{x} = \frac{1}{2\nu_a} x(m) \frac{dn}{d\tau} = f(x(m), \Phi, [L]).
\]
(22)
Testing of the sufficient condition given by equation (3) is carried out by multiplying \(x(m)\) and \([L]\) by some constant \(p > 0\)
\[
f(px(m), \Phi, p[L]) = \frac{1}{2\nu_a} px(m) \frac{dn}{d\tau} = p \left( \frac{1}{2\nu_a} x(m) \frac{dn}{d\tau} \right) = pf(x(m), \Phi, [L]),
\]
(23)
which clearly satisfies equation (3).

Examination of equation (21) is necessitated by condition (4). Noticing that
\[
\Phi = \frac{1}{1 + \left( \frac{[L]}{x(m)} \right)^{N_{\nu_a}}} = g(x(m), \Phi, [L]),
\]
(24)
allows this condition to be tested in a similar manner to equation (3). Multiplication of the \(x(m)\) and \([L]\) terms by \(p\) yields
\[
g(px(m), \Phi, p[L]) = \frac{1}{1 + \left( \frac{p[L]}{px(m)} \right)^{N_{\nu_a}}} = \frac{1}{1 + \left( \frac{p[L]}{x(m)} \right)^{N_{\nu_a}}} = g(x(m), \Phi, [L]).
\]
(25)
As with the first homogeneity condition this gives clear evidence that the sufficient condition (4) holds.

We have clearly shown that both of the homogeneity conditions hold for the model. There are, however, four sufficient conditions required for the existence of FCD [29,28]. It has been stated that a model of the form defined by equations (5), (20), (7)-(11) exhibits exact adaptation [5]. The system was also found to be stable upon inspection of the eigenvalues of the stability matrix. Having satisfied all four sufficient conditions we expect each protein and complex within the model to exhibit FCD since the ODEs for each chemotaxis proteins and complex are not ligand dependent in the range \(K_{\text{off}} a \ll [L] \ll K_{\text{on}} a\).

4.1 Numerical simulations

We now use numerical simulations to provide examples of the model exhibiting FCD. The model equations were solved in MATLAB (MathWorks) using the ordinary differential equation solver ode15s. The production of numerical simulations necessitates the definition of a full parameter set as detailed in Table 2.

Simulations were run by first obtaining model steady-states for each protein and protein complex given a specific ligand concentration. We note that each of the protein concentrations as well as the
Table 2 Non-dimensional parameter values used to create numerical simulations. * indicates that these values were taken from the Bray Group data website [3]. All other parameters were calculated using values stated by Clausznitzer et al. [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{\kappa}_Y$</td>
<td>Rate of phosphotransfer to CheY from CheA-P</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{\kappa}_B$</td>
<td>Rate of phosphotransfer to CheB from CheA-P</td>
<td>11.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{\kappa}_{-B}$</td>
<td>CheB-P autodephosphorylation rate constant</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{\kappa}_2$</td>
<td>CheY-P/CheZ association rate constant</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{\kappa}_3$</td>
<td>CheY-P/CheZ dissociation rate constant</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_1$</td>
<td>Ratio of total CheY to total CheA</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_2$</td>
<td>Ratio of total CheB to total CheA</td>
<td>1.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_3$</td>
<td>Ratio of total CheZ to total CheY</td>
<td>3.5 $\times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_R$</td>
<td>Rate constant for methylation by CheR</td>
<td>6$\times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_B$</td>
<td>Rate constant for demethylation by CheB-P</td>
<td>2.46$\times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_a$</td>
<td>Ratio of Tar:Tsr receptors ($\nu_a : \nu_s$)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{off}^a$</td>
<td>Ligand dissociation constant of inactive Tar receptors</td>
<td>2$\times 10^{-2}$ mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Number of receptors in a signalling team</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[A_{tot}]$</td>
<td>Total concentration of CheA protein</td>
<td>7.9 $\mu$M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[B_{tot}]$</td>
<td>Total concentration of CheB protein</td>
<td>0.28$\mu$M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[Y_{tot}]$</td>
<td>Total concentration of CheY protein</td>
<td>9.7$\mu$M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[Z_{tot}]$</td>
<td>Total concentration of CheZ protein</td>
<td>3.8$\mu$M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

receptor cluster activity have steady-states that are independent of the extracellular ligand concentration $[L]$. This can be seen from the steady-state of the receptor activity, equation (7), which is given by

$$\Phi^* = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{4b_p}{B_p} [b_p]^2}$$

where * indicates a steady-state. Substitution of equation (26) into equations (8)-(11) allows us to solve a series of four coupled algebraic equations to obtain $[a_p]^*$, $[b_p]^*$, $[y_p]^*$ and $[y_p z]^*$. The steady-state for the receptor methylation level (using equations (20) and (26)), does depend on the ligand concentration and is given by

$$m^* = 2 \left[ 1 - \ln \left( \left( \frac{\gamma_B}{\gamma_R} \right) \left( \frac{[b_p]^*}{K_{off}^a [L]} \right)^{1/N} \right) \right].$$

In the range of ligand concentrations considered for our numerical simulations (0.1mM $\leq$ $[L] \leq$ 0.7mM) and receptor clusters of size $N \gg 1$, this gives

$$m^* \approx 2 \left[ 1 - \ln \left( \frac{K_{off}^a [L]}{[L]} \right) \right],$$

meaning that the methylation level is dominated by the ratio of $K_{off}^a$ to $[L]$. It is clear that in cases considered here, in which we have $K_{off}^a \ll [L]$, this will yield a fairly large steady-state methylation level. It is often stated that each Tar receptor dimer possesses eight methylation sites [12]. At first glance this would seem to make our high methylation levels seem unrealistic. This is not the case as each CheR and CheB-P is able to bind to a 35 amino-acid tether attached to a Tar receptor [2]. Once bound to this tether, each CheR or CheB-P is able to methylate/demethylate approximately six nearby receptor dimers [9]. This group of receptor dimers is termed an assistance neighbourhood [18]. The effect of these assistance neighbourhoods is to increase the ladder of possible methylation states from 8 to $\approx$48 [9], meaning that high methylation levels, as defined by equation (28), are feasible.

A number of numerical simulations were used to test for FCD in the range of initial ligand concentrations 0.1mM $\leq [L]_0 \leq 0.7$mM. Figures 4 and 5 show the behaviour of each chemotaxis protein, complex and the receptor methylation level in response to two and five fold changes in ligand concentration for initial ligand concentrations of 0.1mM and 0.2mM. From the results in Figures 4 and 5 FCD is evident for each chemotaxis protein and the respective complex; each shows the same shape, amplitude and recovery time in response to equal fold changes in ligand concentration.

$$\Phi^* = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{4b_p}{B_p} [b_p]^2},$$

(26)

$$m^* \approx 2 \left[ 1 - \ln \left( \frac{K_{off}^a [L]}{[L]} \right) \right],$$

(28)

meaning that the methylation level is dominated by the ratio of $K_{off}^a$ to $[L]$. It is clear that in cases considered here, in which we have $K_{off}^a \ll [L]$, this will yield a fairly large steady-state methylation level. It is often stated that each Tar receptor dimer possesses eight methylation sites [12]. At first glance this would seem to make our high methylation levels seem unrealistic. This is not the case as each CheR and CheB-P is able to bind to a 35 amino-acid tether attached to a Tar receptor [2]. Once bound to this tether, each CheR or CheB-P is able to methylate/demethylate approximately six nearby receptor dimers [9]. This group of receptor dimers is termed an assistance neighbourhood [18]. The effect of these assistance neighbourhoods is to increase the ladder of possible methylation states from 8 to $\approx$48 [9], meaning that high methylation levels, as defined by equation (28), are feasible.

A number of numerical simulations were used to test for FCD in the range of initial ligand concentrations 0.1mM $\leq [L]_0 \leq 0.7$mM. Figures 4 and 5 show the behaviour of each chemotaxis protein, complex and the receptor methylation level in response to two and five fold changes in ligand concentration for initial ligand concentrations of 0.1mM and 0.2mM. From the results in Figures 4 and 5 FCD is evident for each chemotaxis protein and the respective complex; each shows the same shape, amplitude and recovery time in response to equal fold changes in ligand concentration.
As mentioned in Section 4, we have made a number of simplifying assumptions to the original model proposed by [5]. In spite of these assumptions the model still gives good agreement with experimental FRET measurements [5]. We note in particular the similarity between model and experiment in the time taken for the system to fully adapt to a change and the amplitude and profile of the response curves obtained.
4.2 Parameter sensitivity analysis

The results of Section 4 suggest that FCD for each of the proteins and respective complex will be independent of any variation in parameters associated with the signalling cascade. To test this result we undertook a local sensitivity analysis of the kinetic rate parameters and protein concentrations. Each of the parameter values in Table 2 were both increased and decreased by an order of magnitude such that \( 0.1 \leq x \leq 10 \), where \( x \) represents the initial parameter value. Results showed that FCD still held for all elements of the signalling cascade irrespective of which parameter value was varied, thus confirming the theoretical predictions.

Interestingly, there is experimental evidence that the size of a receptor signalling team varies with the extracellular ligand concentration \([8]\). With this being the case Clausznitzer et al. \([5]\) state an expression for the size of a receptor signalling team, which is

\[
N = a_0 + a_1 [L]_0, \tag{29}
\]

where \( a_0 \) and \( a_1 \) are fitting parameters (given values of \( a_0 = 17.5 \) and \( a_1 = 3.35 \), respectively) and \([L]_0\) represents the initial extracellular ligand concentration. Consideration of a model such as this would result in the use of a different value of \( N \) for each simulation. Essentially this would amount to changing the value of a parameter between consecutive runs of the model. Based on the theory presented in previous sections we would expect that this would not result in FCD, a prediction which is verified by Figure (6). Given the dependence of the signalling team size \( N \) on the initial ligand concentration a small variation was observed between responses for the same fold change. In order to
Quantify this variation over the two regimes of FCD behaviour we consider a two fold increase from initial ligand concentrations corresponding to the end points of each FCD regime. In the range of ligand concentrations defining the two experimentally determined regimes of FCD [16] this variation is rather small (< 5% of the initial CheY-P response magnitude for two fold changes in ligand concentration, for both the FCD1 and FCD2 regimes). We would expect this variation to be undetectable experimentally.

5 How realistic is $K_{a}^{off} \ll [L] \ll K_{a}^{on}$?

The results of the previous sections required us to make the assumption that $K_{a}^{off} \ll [L] \ll K_{a}^{on}$ in order for the model to follow the FCD conditions of equations (3) and (4).

In order to see if this condition would hold for all cases in vivo we conducted a literature search and obtained dissociation constant values for Tar receptors, as detailed in Table 3. It is clear that these values vary significantly depending on the source. A group of papers by Tu and colleagues use values that are clearly compatible with the condition $K_{a}^{off} \ll [L] \ll K_{a}^{on}$. Sourjik and Berg have also utilised values which give a reasonably good agreement with this condition, albeit with a smaller range capable of producing FCD. It is unlikely that we can say FCD holds using the range proposed by Endres, Wingreen and colleagues. The reason for this is the value for $K_{a}^{on}$ which is given as 500 µM. This is a fair amount larger than the values for $K_{a}^{off}$, however it is unlikely to be a wide enough separation to allow for FCD. The final range was proposed by Bray and colleagues who suggest that the two dissociation constants should be very close together. This will clearly make it difficult to obtain FCD from a model using these values.

The range of values used for the dissociation constants is clearly very large. This makes an assessment on the feasibility of the condition $K_{a}^{off} \ll [L] \ll K_{a}^{on}$ always holding very difficult to make. As such we defer judgement until there is further experimental evidence in support of one set of values in Table 3.

![Fig. 6](image-url) FCD does not hold when considering the signalling team size expression $N = a_{0} + a_{1}[L]_{0}$. Simulations are displayed for initial ligand concentrations of 0.1mM and 0.2mM in response to a two fold change in ligand concentration, normalised with respect to the initial steady-state concentration. The inset shows more clearly that FCD does not hold since the shape of the response is not the same in both simulations. (Color figure online)
Table 4 Dissociation constants of Tar and Tsr receptors for MeAsp, as reported in the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>$K_{\text{off}}^{a/s}$</th>
<th>$K_{\text{on}}^{a/s}$</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tar (a)</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^{-3} \text{mM}$</td>
<td>$0.5 \text{mM}$</td>
<td>[5, 25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsr (s)</td>
<td>$100 \text{mM}$</td>
<td>$10^6 \text{mM}$</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 Multiple receptor types

We have so far assumed that only Tar receptors are able to detect the chemoattractant gradient. It is unlikely in vivo that a cell will produce a response to MeAsp using only one receptor type given Tsr receptors are able to bind MeAsp, albeit with a much lower affinity [5]. As such we now consider whether it is feasible that a cell could exhibit FCD in the case where two or more receptor types can detect the same attractant gradient.

Theoretically it can be shown that FCD will hold for a multiple receptor model of the form of equation (17); one considers the conditions detailed in equations (3) and (4) for a generalised function $\varphi(p, x)$ [29] of the form $\varphi = p^R$ (A. Hamadeh and E. Sontag, personal communication), where $R$ represents the sum of all $\nu_i$ for each receptor type $i$ ($i = a, s, \ldots$). We undertook numerical simulations of our model using this assumption with the receptor free-energy described by equation (17) and found that all proteins and complexes in the signalling network still demonstrated FCD as shown in Figure 8.

Recent experimental work has shown FCD may be observed in cells expressing a wild-type receptor configuration [16]. This same work demonstrated the existence of two regimes of FCD behaviour, namely FCD1 ($[L]_0 = 0.018 - 0.23 \text{mM}$) and FCD2 ($[L]_0 = 0.82 - 10.3 \text{mM}$), where $[L]_0$ is an initial MeAsp concentration. In light of this and the results displayed in Figure 8 we conducted a search of the literature to see if these two FCD regimes may be explained theoretically. The search yielded values of the dissociation constants of MeAsp binding for both Tar and Tsr receptors, as shown in Table 4.

Theoretically, it is clear upon inspection of these values that it would be difficult in the case where multiple receptors bind the same ligand to choose a ligand concentration that would ensure $K_{\text{off}}^{a} \ll [L] \ll K_{\text{on}}^{a}$ would hold for each receptor type. However, the conditions $[L] \ll K_{\text{off}}^{a} \ll K_{\text{on}}^{a}$ and $K_{\text{off}}^{s} \ll [L] \ll K_{\text{on}}^{s}$ may also result in similar receptor free-energy expressions to those given by equations (18) and (19). Hence, FCD may potentially be found even in cases where $K_{\text{off}}^{a} \ll [L] \ll K_{\text{on}}^{a}$ does not hold. In particular, we may use the values in Table 4 to explain the two regimes of FCD behaviour. The FCD1 regime ($[L]_0 = 0.018-0.23 \text{mM}$) clearly satisfies $K_{\text{off}}^{a} \ll [L] \ll K_{\text{on}}^{a}$ for Tar receptors and

![Diagram](image_url)

**Fig. 7** For a cell with two receptor types capable of sensing the same ligand we would predict five separate regimes of FCD behaviour (braces). Experimental work was able to demonstrate just two regimes of FCD behaviour, likely to be due to the cells range of ligand sensitivity and small ligand concentrations not considered experimentally (red boxes). As such, we have two remaining regimes of FCD behaviour, namely FCD1 and FCD2 (blue boxes). Note that the regime FCD2 is truncated somewhat by the ligand sensitivity range of the cell.
Fold-change detection in *Escherichia coli* \[13\]

\[ [L] \ll K^{off} \ll K^{on} \] for Tsr receptors, when binding MeAsp. Similarly, for the FCD2 regime ([L]_0=0.82-10.3mM) we satisfy \( K^{off} \ll K^{on} \ll [L] \) for Tar receptors and \( [L] \ll K^{off} \ll K^{on} \) for Tsr receptors. In fact, theoretically we would predict that for \( n \) receptors with well separated dissociation constants for the binding of one ligand, there would be \( 2n + 1 \) different FCD regimes, as shown in Figure 7. This should be the case assuming that there was an infinite range of receptor sensitivity to the relevant ligand. As mentioned earlier, the experimental evidence suggests just two FCD regimes \[16\]. Based on our work, we could predict 5 different FCD regimes for *E. coli*, however the lowest ligand concentration regime is likely to be very small and thus not observed missed experimentally. The other two predicted FCD regimes not found are likely to be due to the restricted ligand sensitivity range of the receptors (see Figure 7).

In light of this we consider the effect of the cell detecting two ligands (MeAsp and serine). This situation is of interest since the affinity of Tsr receptors to MeAsp is so low, meaning MeAsp binding to Tsr receptors has generally very little effect. In this case we consider a situation whereby both receptor types are present in similar numbers and bind separate ligands. Parameter values have already been given for the binding of MeAsp to Tar receptors in Table 2. For this particular case we consider the ligand (serine) dissociation constant of an inactive Tsr receptor to be \( K^{on}_{s} = 6 \times 10^{-3} \text{mM} \) \[14\]. As per Kalinin et al. \[14\] we consider receptors to be present in different quantities, namely \( N_{Tar} = 6 \) and \( N_{Tsr} = 12 \), where \( N_{Tar} \) is the number of Tar receptors and \( N_{Tsr} \) is the number of Tsr receptors present in a signalling team.

We consider a different fold change for each ligand in addition to the case where each ligand is subject to an equal fold change. As with the previous multiple receptor case, we discover that FCD will hold when each receptor satisfied either \( [L] \ll K^{off}_i \ll K^{on}_i \), \( K^{off}_i \ll [L] \ll K^{on}_i \) or \( K^{off}_i \ll K^{on}_i \ll [L] \). Figure 9 displays numerical results verifying that FCD holds in this signalling team configuration. It should be feasible given experimentally determined values for the ligand dissociation constants of Tar and Tsr receptors to MeAsp and serine in both cases where receptors bind either the same or separate ligands for the behaviour to be observed.

6 Summary and conclusions

FCD has been shown to hold in a whole-pathway model of intracellular signalling in *E. coli* chemotaxis formulated by Clausznitzer et al. \[5\]. A number of assumptions were made in ensuring the model would fit with the criteria for an FCD response. This results in a reduced form of the model that shows good agreement with experimental data \[5\] in terms of time scales and response amplitudes.

![Fig. 8](image-url) Theoretically *E. coli* cells are able to display FCD in the presence of two receptor types. Plots displayed here are for a model containing both Tar and Tsr receptors. Responses are for a two fold change in extracellular ligand concentration with initial concentrations of 0.1mM and 0.2mM. (a) shows the response of CheY-P and (b) the receptor methylation level. Plots were created using \( K^{off}_s = 0.1 \text{mM} \) and \( \nu_s = 1.4 \).
A previous theoretical study states that in order for FCD to hold, the parameter values used within the mathematical model should remain constant. As such, we would expect FCD to be a robust property of the cell signalling cascade, i.e. the precise value of each parameter is not important for FCD to hold so long as the value remains constant. Within this work a parameter sensitivity analysis shows this to be the case. We do however note that considering a model whereby receptor signalling team size is dependent on the ambient ligand concentration such as that considered by Clausznitzer et al. [5] causes FCD to fail. Importantly though we find only a small variation from FCD behaviour within the two experimentally determined FCD regimes.

Recent experimental work has demonstrated the existence of two regimes of FCD behaviour. Here we have demonstrated that FCD may be observed in situations whereby multiple receptor types are considered. In particular, we found that for a cell with \( n \) different receptor types there would potentially exist \( 2^n + 1 \) separate regimes of FCD behaviour. Within this work consideration of the conditions \( [L] \ll K_{off} \ll K_{on}, K_{off} \ll [L] \ll K_{on} \) and \( K_{off} \ll K_{on} \ll [L] \) for a model comprising two receptor types able to sense the same ligand gives an explanation for the existence of the multiple regimes of FCD. This is then shown to be feasible based upon experimentally determined values of the ligand dissociation constants for each receptor type.

The results of our work raise interesting questions as to the occurrence of FCD in more complicated cell signalling architectures. Results here tend to suggest that so long as the sensing components of the cascade (most commonly those areas of the cell where receptor-ligand binding is controlled) can exhibit FCD then the underlying signalling cascade should not affect the FCD response and has interesting implications for other intracellular signalling cascades in prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems.
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